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Cruise Control is the member 
magazine of Motafrenz Car Club 
Incorporated. 
 
Incorporated Association: A0029548A 
ABN: 45290275105 
 
The right to edit, amend or omit any 
material submitted for inclusion is at 
the discretion of the Editor. 
 
 
 
 
CONTACT 
 

    PO Box 1331, Collingwood, VIC, 3066 
 

    motafrenz@motafrenz.org.au 
 

    www.motafrenz.org.au 
 

     facebook.com/motafrenz 
 

    instagram.com/motafrenz 
 

    twitter.com/motafrenz 
 
 
 
 
COVER PHOTO 
Part of the wonderfully diverse 
contingent that took part in the 2020 
Daylesford Chillout Parade – this year 
we transported residents of Hepburn 
House Aged Care Home. 
Almost 20 residents took part in the 
parade with assistance from 
Motafrenz. 
Read more on page 11. 

COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
You are invited to attend club 
committee meetings; they are held on 
the second Wednesday each month 
at 7:00 pm (see Recurring Monthly 
Events). 
 
See Events List for more details or 
contact: secretary@motafrenz.org.au 
 
Minutes of Committee Meetings and 
Annual or Special General Meeting 
are available to members on request. 
Contact: 
secretary@motafrenz.org.au. 
 
 
 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP & FEES 
Membership expires June 30, 2020 for 
all members. 
Single Membership $50.00 
Joint Membership $65.00 
 
 
 
 
 
PAYMENTS 
• TidyClubs is the preferred 

method of payment for 
memberships. 
Visit www.motafrenz.org.au and 
click “join up” in the menu. 
Payment can be made with a 
credit card. 

• If you require an alternative, 
please contact: 
treasurer@motafrenz.org.au. 
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Alan Benedetti 
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TREASURER 
Russell Lees 
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Jeff Whitehead  
events@motafrenz.org.au 
 
PUBLICATION EDITOR 
Nick Bassett 
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Nick Bassett 
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permits@motafrenz.org.au 
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Anthony Wiseman 
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Motafrenz Car Club Inc., is a member of the Association of Motoring Clubs [AOMC] and Federation of Veteran, 
Vintage & Classic Vehicle Clubs Victoria [Federation]. 
 
We are registered with VicRoads to operate a Club Permit scheme for veteran, classic, historic and street rod 
vehicles. Views expressed herein are not necessarily those of Motafrenz, its Members, nor its Committee. 
 
Whilst all due care is taken, neither Motafrenz, its Members, nor its Officers or Committee can accept any 
responsibility for the accuracy of any item, service or advice printed in, or adopted from this publication.
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 Advertise your business 
in Cruise Control! 

 
 
 
 

 Once Off 6 editions 12 editions 
¼ page $25 $75 $200 
½ page $50 $200 $400 
Full page $75 $350 $600 

 
 
 
Please contact the editor to discuss advertising: editor@motafrenz.org.au. 
 
You will need to provide the artwork digitally. Files should be at least 300 dpi. 
 
Deadline for content is the 25th of the month, for publishing in the following months 
edition. 
 
All advertisers will also be featured on our website and social media for their nominated 
advertising period. 
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Complete financial advice 

 
1300  921  528  |  0439  852  963 

Russell Lees – Managing Director/Senior Advisor 
kauriwealth.com.au 

 
 

 
 
• CFP® (Certified Financial Planner). 
• Holds post graduate qualifications in 
Financial Planning. 
• Has been solving complex financial 
planning for over 15 years. 
• Member of Financial Planning 
Association. 
• Tax (financial) Adviser with the Tax 
Practitioners Board. 
• Accredited Estate Planning Strategist. 
• 30+ years background in equity 
investing. 
 
 

 
 

Russell is a passionate advocate for investors and is the founding partner 
in specialty investment advisory firm, Kauri Wealth Management, Russell 
provides strategic advice and support to investors with managing direct 
investments and their portfolio strategy. In 2011 Russell was awarded the 
Best Practice Award for Melbourne by the FPA for many years of service 
to clients, the community and for professional development.  
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 ED SEZ 
Nick B 

 
Greetings!,  
 
If I told you a month ago where 
we’d be today, you would have 
said I was mad, or at least 
madder than usual! 
 
I’ll refrain from mentioning the 
negatives, but now is a better 
time than ever to reach out to 
fellow club members to see how 
they’re doing and check if they 
need any assistance. 
 
A copy of the club members 
contact details is attached to the 
Cruise Control email, so please 
make use of it. 
 
Obviously, club activities have 
had to be curtailed at this time, 
but we promise we’ll be back in 
full swing once circumstances 
allow. 
 
I’ve taken to driving my club 
plated Beetle on errands to the 
shops or doctors – just to give it 
a few little drives – and hopefully 

bring a few smiles to people’s 
faces during these difficult times. 
 
I will keep putting together 
Cruise Control with articles I can 
source so you have something to 
read and stay connected to the 
club – if you happen to find 
anything that might be relevant, 
please send them through. 
 
Additionally, the template to do 
a write up on your car – club or 
otherwise, is on the Cruise 
Control email. Feel free to write 
your story and send to across.  
 
Personally, I’m taking the time to 
do some maintenance on my 
cars and perform a long overdue 
tidy up of  my garages. 
 
Until next month, safe travels. 
 
-Nick 
editor@motafrenz.org.au 
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 PREZ SEZ 
Alan B 

 
Hi All, 
 
Since last month…where do I start…? 
 
The Committee have taken drastic but 
necessary steps in cancelling all events 
until the end of May to help protect you 
– our valued members – against the 
biggest threat to our way of life in 
generations. 
 
COVID-19 is wreaking havoc on us all 
forcing changes in how we interact as 
individuals, as a Club and as a Society as 
a whole. 
 
During these times of social distancing, 
many of us will be suffering from a 
sense of loneliness and isolation as we 
stay/work from home and stay as safe 
as possible. 
 
I encourage all of you to reach out your 
friends within the club to check in on 
how they are coping. This can be an 
SMS, a Facebook chat or a call. 
 
If you feel overwhelmed, I hope you 
feel comfortable enough (and I 
encourage you) to reach out to people 
within the Club. 
 
It’s not a sign of weakness to want to 
chat. I know I’m already missing my 
daily dose of people and I’ve only been 
working from home and isolating since 
the 18th… 
 

We held our March Committee meeting 
and discussed how the Club would react 
to COVID-19 – a reaction that was 
called to action sooner that I think we 
all anticipated. How we serve you was 
foremost in our minds. 
 
After an extended meeting, many of us 
sat for a meal to chinwag and catch-up.  
The great team at the Retreat Hotel are 
always a delight and the night will be 
missed in the interim. 
 
Some would say it was unfortunate that 
Slot Cars needed to be cancelled – in 
hindsight, it was probably the best 
outcome. I’m looking forward to this 
monthly staple being reinstated when 
the situation allows.  
 
I had the pleasure of leading our last 
(for the time being at least!) 3rd Sunday 
drive on the 15th to the Arthurs Seat 
Eagle & Charlie’s Car Museum – it was a 
great day with only a small group 
attending. Please see the event report 
later in this edition of Cruise Control.  
 
I hope and encourage you all to come 
along and participate our great range of 
social and motoring events once they 
can be re-established. Socialising is a 
key part of the Motafrenz DNA – and 
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after what seemingly will be an 
extended period of minimal interaction, 
these interactions will be greatly 
needed by us all. 
 
We are working on how the Committee 
can meet electronically – we have had a 
trial, and Google Hangouts looks like 
being our new medium! If you are 
interested in participating in the up-
coming meetings, please let Nick 
(webmaster@motafrenz.org.au), 
Joseph (secretary@motafrenz.org.au) 
and myself 
(president@motafrenz.org.au) know. 
 
We are also working out what will 
happen regarding the rapidly 
approaching AGM and how it will be 
convened – we may even have to 
postpone the AGM to later in the year. 
 
We will keep our high standards of 
governance as our prime objective. We 
will be keeping an eye on the situation 
and will reassess our actions as needed. 
We will communicate via email and via 
Facebook of any further changes. 
 
If you have any interesting articles to 
submit for Cruise Control, please feel 
free – be it a self-penned article about 
yourself and your car/s, or an article 
published elsewhere (we do need the 
source so we can credit this in the 
magazine), please send them through 
to editor@motafrenz.org.au – with our 
events being cancelled, your input is 
more valuable than ever.  
 
For those of you with a Club Permit 
vehicle, when you receive your Permit 
renewal, please contact Mat 
(permits@motafrenz.org.au) to discuss 

your options on how this can be 
processed. The AOMC have advised 
that VicRoads offices are remaining 
open currently but that situation is 
being monitored. 
 
I know my own renewal will fall due 
shortly (good ol’ Star Wars day for 
mine) and how this will pan out is yet to 
be determined. 
 
Maybe during these unusual times, we 
can attend to those vehicular tasks 
we’ve been putting off (or is that just 
me?), get in and clean the garage or 
shed (I wish I had a garage to clean!) or 
just give everything a once over. I know 
I now have no excuses of a weekend to 
not be working on Lars. 
 
For those of you newer to the club, Lars 
is my classic (?) Volvo – he just had to 
have a Nordic name! 
 
So far, 2020 has been a rough one – but 
with a kind hand and kinder heart, we 
can all get through this. Be kind to each 
other! Keep an eye and an ear out 
regarding those who you may not see 
or hear from regularly – be they friends, 
family or club members.  
 
I may not remember everyone’s name 
(I’ve always been bad at it), but as part 
of the Motafrenz family, you’re in my 
thoughts.  
 
Be safe, be careful and be considerate! 
Yours in Motoring, 
 
Alan Benedetti 
0424 664 183 
(Gimme a buzz if you want/need to 
chat!
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 GAY-TRACTIONS 
Upcoming Events Calendar 

 

APRIL 
 

COMMITTEE MEETING AND DINNER 
DATE: Wednesday 8 April 
DETAILS: By remote conference 
 
 
 
 
 

MAY 
 

COMMITTEE MEETING AND DINNER 
DATE: Wednesday 13 May 
DETAILS: By remote conference 
 
 
 
 
 

JUNE 
 

COMMITTEE MEETING AND DINNER 
DATE: Wednesday 13 May 
DETAILS: See Recurring Monthly Event  
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EVENT RECAP: CHILLOUT  
 
 
Article by Jeff W 
 
How time flies. Finally I’m getting around to writing a report on the fabulous ChillOut 
2020 late March so here it is. 
 
ChillOut 2020 was bigger and better as it continues to grow each year. Motafrenz’ 
involvement also increases each year and this year was no exception.  
 
For the parade, Motafrenz for the first time took the honour of taking LGBTI elders 
from Hepburn House, a retirement village and nursing home for our LGBTI elders and 
took them in the parade. This involved considerable coordination with Hepburn 
House as the elders had to be carefully managed into member’s cars and returned 
safely. The elders loved it and so did the crowd. 
 
Motafrenz was also placed right up the front of the parade this year after the motor 
bikes and the Mardi Gras 78ers. Of course we had the usual request from the 
ChillOut organisers to help out with the ambassadors and dignitaries in convertibles, 
and we never have enough convertibles. James in his red convertible Toyota Celica 
always pulls off a spectacular display with Jessica and entourage and did again this 
year. Doug in Candy, his sweet red Mercedes convertible did the honour of carrying 
Katherine Wolfgramme and Georgie Stone (Youth Trans Activist and Headspace 
Ambassador). 
 
In the Jaguar XJS convertible that I was kindly lent by a good friend, I had the honour 
of carrying Ro Allen, Victorian Commissioner for Gender and Sexuality, and along 
with Cabinet Secretary Ms Mary-Anne Thomas MLA and local member. Mary-Anne 
could not walk as she had broken her foot a week earlier. Fortunately, these two 
people were both members of the same political party, and if they were not waving 
to people they knew, they were talking about policy direction on equality and 
inclusion. 
 
Bruce, a ring in with a modern convertible silver Volvo, carried the ChillOut 
ambassadors; comedian Bob Downe and the amazing Art Simone drag performer 
extraordinaire. The ambassadors were very busy indeed having just done Mardi Gras 
a week earlier, and then had to open Moomba the next morning. When I told Bruce 
that we will be starting off straight after the Mardi Gras 78ers, he told me he was 
there in Oxford Street Sydney and witnessed the violence in 1978 that became Mardi 
Gras as we know it. It was the first time the 78ers have taken part at ChillOut, 
Australia's largest LGBTIQA+ event. 
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After that lot, it was the main contingent of Motafrenz members with the LGBTI 
elders from Hepburn House. This was an amazing experience for all involved. The 
smiles were gorgeous, and the importance of this experience can never be 
understated. Motafrenz is already looking to help out again with the elders next year. 
We ask for as many of the members as possible to be involved next year and you will 
enjoy it immensely. Well done to all those that helped out with sensible cars for the 
LGBTI elders. 
 
After the returning of the elders to Hepburn House, it was off to the carnival for the 
Motafrenz display and stall. We seemed to have secured a great regular spot which 
works for us well, but as usual it was the usual entry and exit dramas. This is always a 
challenge as it has to be worked around public assembly safety first and foremost. As 
the event organiser, my only request is that we must have a foot patrol marshal 
when vehicles are moving amongst the public, as safety in this situation is absolutely 
paramount. However how this is executed can test the very best of us but with 
patients, they look after us and we look after everyone. 
 
Motafrenz members had an amazing selection of cars on display. It was a fantastic 
day relaxing and chatting about life, cars and whatever else took anyone's fancy. As 
you will see from the photographs, it was an impressive display. The range of vehicles 
covered, 2 and 4 stroke, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 cylinder cars. No 1 or 5 cylinders, or rotary 
engines this year but who knows next year. There certainly was an impressive 
selection of cars on display and Motafrenz, as usual, was an important participating 
part of ChillOut 2020. 
 
Then there was the after-carnival Motafrenz club barbecue at the Motafrenz club-
house. This was very well attended with members and their friends and another 
fabulous time to get together. Well done to those that organised the club-house, the 
elders for the parade, the club-house barbecue, and I hope everyone enjoyed the 
parade and carnival. I know I certainly did and given our current global predicament, 
let us hope that next year will be bigger, better and thoroughly deserved, should 
things get back to normal or near normal by then.  
 
In contrast to ChillOut, I gave a lift home to a friend who had just tested negative to 
COVID-19 from hospital. Driving to and from Franskton to Holmesglen, I had a clear 
run with no red lights and saw only a handful of other cars in total on the road. So 
very like a spooky scene from a Steven King thriller with mostly me alone on the road 
and every overhead information sign stating ominously “YOU MUST GO HOME”, and 
home I went. I will never forget that drive in my life. 
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As a result, all I can say is that we were so very lucky to have enjoyed a wonderful 
and fabulous ChillOut 2020 before all our fun came to a grinding halt for the 
foreseeable future. Let’s hope restrictions will be lifted sooner rather than later, as 
we will all need some suitable club drives to recover from our social isolation. 
 
--- 
 
Article by Joseph S 
 
I have attended many Chillout festivals, but this will be a memorable one. 
 
The starting point was that I did not go up on Friday as I always have. I was informed 
on Tuesday afternoon that my fully paid accommodation was cancelled! 
 
In short, would never recommend Daylesford Escapes. 
 
A scramble around for other options proved unfruitful. So, at the eleventh hour and 
with tickets pre-purchased, I was up shit creek without a paddle. Luckily the generous 
and ever kind household members agreed to let my friend Pete and I to couch surf 
(not promoting this as an option for next year!). 
 
I first attended Chillout 11 years ago; and it was my introduction to Motafrenz! In 
short, I had such a positive social experience in the house that I joined. It was rather 
special that the on the Sunday I got to see 5 of those people in the same context as I 
met them all those years ago. 
 
What made this year most memorable (sleeping on the floor comes close) was the 
Parade. It was the first time I have been in the Parade. To date I have usually passed 
on this, no one wants to see a Mazda 3! I had a special reason to participate this year 
- call it community service! 
 
Hepburn House reached out and asked for a collaboration with Motafrenz. I was 
fortunate to have the cheery Bev and Val in my car. It was the first- and only-time 
people will be cheering for my car. The residents were such a hit, we did two circuits 
instead of one that was planned. 
 
It should also be noted that the parade was busy, in fact the busiest I have ever seen 
it. I remember some years, when it was lucky Motafrenz were there to space out the 
gaps and make the circuit completely full. 
 
After we headed to the Victoria Park Showgrounds for the annual carnival. It was not 
as busy as the parade but had a solid crowd. Motafrenz had its usual display, which 
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generates a lot of interest from non rev heads. The wide variety of cars present 
turned heads, and we also had some non-members show their cars also. 
 
Sunday night has a traditional BBQ at the Motafrenz house. Motafrenz and friends of 
Motafrenz were invited to join the gathering. The chips, dips, snacks and drinks 
started in the afternoon and went late into the night. Luckily the house is rather large 
and ideal for entertaining. 
 
There were about 25 people for dinner. It is really nice to share a casual meal with a 
lot of chatter and even some contentious debate. Want to know the hot topics? You 
will have to join the Motafrenz house next year to find out! 
 
There has been lots of interest, so much so that the committee seem likely to have 
two houses next year - details to come soon! 
 
--- 
 
If you are interested in being part of Chillout 2021 – please email 
editor@motafrenz.org.au and we’ll keep you informed of the clubs preparations. 
 
 
--- 
 
 
Event pics can be found here: 
 
Parade: https://motafrenz.org.au/gallery/chillout-parade-2020/ 
 
Carnival: https://motafrenz.org.au/gallery/chillout-carnival-2020/ 
 
Club BBQ: https://motafrenz.org.au/gallery/chillout-club-bbq-2020/ 
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EVENT RECAP: ARTHUR’S SEAT 
EAGLE CHAIR LIFT & CHARLIES 

AUTO MUSEUM 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Article by Alan B. 
 
After an early start, a small group of 4 – Jeff W, Ross J, Nick B & myself met at the BP on 
Peninsula Link for the 20min drive to the base station of the Arthur’s Seat Eagle. We had a few 
members cancel their attendance as a precautionary measure, but we forged on. 
 
Our guide for the morning – Rob – was soon on-site to start the day. A nice surprise was Rob 
giving the attendees a complimentary ticket for our trip. After a brief history of the original 
chairlift and the upgrade to the current set-up, we boarded our gondola for the 15min trip to 
the café area at the top of the Eagle. 
 
Rob explained the much-improved safety of the system and how this type of transport is one 
of the safest ways to move. The gondola’s can be fitted with windows – ours was nicely open – 
they can apparently be a bit of a hot-box with the windows installed. Each gondola is fitted 
with an emergency light and radio should a situation arise – passengers who are informed of a 
problem are generally much calmer than if left to their own assumptions… 
 
When we arrived at the top station, we stood aside and watched how the gondolas detach and 
reattach at each end and travel at a slower speed than the cable itself. Rob explained the 
mechanisms and amounts of pressure exerted on the cable. The rescue procedure was 
explained – it is practiced on a monthly basis in all varieties of weather conditions. The facility 
can operate in winds of up to 60kph, but the daily conditions are constantly monitored. 
 
We availed ourselves of the snacks on offer and enjoyed a great chat about what we had seen, 
what we were anticipating seeing and taking in the great view. The trip back to the base 
station allowed us to appreciate the awesome views over Port Phillip from the unhindered 
vantage point. 
 
Once back to base, Rob showed us through the maintenance area and explained the incredibly 
strict maintenance schedule in place to keep the whole works running smoothly. The gondolas 
are removed from the main cable on a daily basis and each is checked before docking in the 
maintenance shed. The system runs of a single electric motor resulting a very quiet operation. 
The system even employs a form of regenerative braking to put electricity back into the grid. 
Should there be an electrical outage, they do have a diesel generator on-site. Though I think 
Jeff may have wanted to be rescued… 
 
After a couple of us made some snap purchases at the gift shop, and a goodbye chat with Rob, 
we then headed of lunch… All four of us bundled into Jeff’s XR-6 wagon for the exhilarating 
ride back to the top station of the Eagle. After a great lunch in the café and a couple of calming 
beverages we departed for the short trip to Charlie’s Car Museum.  
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This great little location is a showcase of some weird and wacky automobiles and memorabilia 
from a time long passed. From the tiny commuter prototypes, to the glorious Cord, there 
would be something for everyone in this eclectic collection.  
 
There was an astonishing array of toy cars, household goods and scooters to check out. Please 
check out the gallery of photos on the club webpage – I tried for a photo of every car, but I 
may have missed a couple and there were way too many things to try to include.  
 
The hardest part of looking at this amazing selection is that everything is so packed in that they 
are clearly not used or even started and moved. Other collections such as the Holden Museum 
in Mildura, or the National Automobile Museum of Tasmania are privately owned vehicles on 
rotation – giving the display a freshen up periodically. As we would all appreciate – a car is 
meant to be driven – not just parked and admired.  
 
After descending back to the base station in the wagon, we bid adieu to the Eagle and the 
Mornington Peninsula and headed home. 
 
It was a great day with a tonne of animated conversation with plenty of wide-ranging topics 
discussed. Unfortunately, since this event, the Eagle has fallen victim to the new world we are 
living in – it is just one of the undoubtedly many businesses to fail as a result of COVID-19. We 
hope it can return in the future – it really is a unique experience. 
 
For the foreseeable future, this will be the last event-based report in Cruise Control – a 
temporary sign off of sorts… 
 
See you at the next event whenever that should be. 
 
Alan (& Lars) 
 
-- 
 
All the event pics can be found here: https://motafrenz.org.au/gallery/arthurs-seat-chair-lift-
and-charlies-car-museum-2020/  
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CRAZIEST STEERING WHEEL 
DESIGNS EVER 

 
 
 
 
Originally found by Jeff W here:  https://www.goodwood.com/grr/road/news/2017/10/axons-
automotive-anorak--the-13-best-steering-wheels-ever/ 
 
 
GRR’s resident photographer Tom Shaxson came back from a 
photo shoot recently, enthusing about the early 1980s mid-
engined Renault 5 Turbo. 
 
 

 
 
 
Keen to know more, Tom asked me about these slightly barking 
homologation specials, aware of my own personal interest in the 
car, as I’ve owned one of these Alpine Dieppe-built Renaults (or 
rather the remains of a severely shunted example) for some years 
now. 
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My own Renault 5 Turbo is the more-prolific and less extreme 
Turbo 2 model, which differs from the purer (and considerably 
more sought after) first-generation Turbo in a number of ways, 
one of which is the Turbo 2’s mainstream interior, lifted straight 
from a regular, contemporary production Renault 5. 
 
The interior of the original 5 Turbo was a totally bespoke affair, 
with unique high-back seats in lurid colours, matched by a ‘Lego-
brick’ style dashboard and distinctive duo-tone steering wheel – 
both designed by Bertone’s legendary stylist, Marcello Gandini, the 
creator of the Lamborghini Miura and Countach. 
 
The rare 5 Turbo photographed by Tom was even rarer, in that it 
retained its original Gandini steering wheel. Over the years many 
of these steering wheels were removed and fitted into all manner 
of other Renaults, from the R4 upwards, making the wheel 
extremely desirable today, with examples in good condition 
commanding values of up to £8,000, and really enhancing the 
desirability and value of the complete car! 
 
In this age of the anonymous air-bag steering wheel, when they all 
look virtually the same, the Renault 5 Turbo’s uber-cool steering 
device set me thinking about some of the other great and 
distinctive steering wheel designs. Here’s a baker’s dozen of my 
personal favourites. 
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1. Citroën DS 
 
As revolutionary as the car it steered at its launch in October 1955, 
the single-spoke steering wheel of the landmark Citroën DS had 
not been seen before. 
 
This iconic design became a distinct Citroën trademark for many 
years to follow, with variants fitted to most models, as diverse as 
the 2CV, Ami, GS, SM and CX. Citroën itself evolved the single-
spoke wheel design to the extreme for its 1980 central-driver seat 
concept - the Karin - with Bertone also inspired to ape the design 
for its 1976 Alfa Romeo 33-based Navajo prototype. 
 
Sadly, due to the constraints of packaging airbags and control 
buttons into the steering wheel, modern Citroëns are no long able 
to retain their distinctive single-spoke design, although the first-
generation C4 did at least have a funky fixed steering wheel 
centre, with the wheel rim turning around it! 
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2. Lancia Stratos 
 
The purposeful, menacing stance of the 1970s Lancia Stratos is 
reflected in the car’s functional interior. 
 
Framing the model’s aluminium dash and Fiat 124 Coupe-sourced 
gauges is a chunky four-spoke, matt black leather-wrapped 
steering wheel, with six exposed flat screw heads, plus a small 
Lancia-badged horn push in the centre of the wheel. 
 
Simple, but effective. 
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3. Subaru XT 
 
As distinctive and crazy as the car it was designed to steer, the 
Subaru XT’s unsymmetrical wheel is a unique example of style over 
substance. 
 
An inverted L-shape, the XT’s plastic wheel housed two buttons to 
control the cruise control, with a pronounced left thumb rest to 
encourage a comfortable ‘quarter-to-three’ driving position. 
 
Subaru reverted to normality for its SVX coupe successor to the XT, 
with a conventional (and dull) four-spoke airbag wheel. 
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4. Ferrari 250 GT Lusso 
 
Ferrari’s legendary 250 GT Lusso, along with many of its late 
1950s/early 1960s Italian GT peers, was fitted with a classic three-
spoke thin wooden rim steering wheel, large enough in diameter 
to steer an ocean liner. 
 
The GT Lusso’s three-spoker was unusual in that the spokes were 
solid, and not drilled with round holes as is the case with most of 
its contemporaries (the 250 GTO, etc.), in the style of the 
appropriately-named and iconic Nardi Classico wheel. 
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5. Chrysler 300J 
 
The hideous (in my view) Virgil Exner-styled 1963 Chrysler 300J 
dispels the myth that the infamous ‘quartic’ steering wheel of the 
Austin Allegro that followed a whole decade later was the pioneer 
of the semi-oval, flat-bottomed steering wheel. 
 
The Chrysler Group had been using squared-off oval wheels for 
some years by the time the 1963 300J appeared, with the 1960 
Imperial being fitted with a particularly unpleasant version, 
followed by over-styled wheels of a similar shape in the 1961 
Plymouth Belvedere and Fury. 
 
When British Leyland re-visited the idea with the Allegro in 1973, it 
claimed that the quartic wheel shape enhanced driver knee space, 
making it easier to slide in and out of the driver’s seat. 
 
Fine, but only if the wheel was left in the straight-ahead position! 
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6. ItalDesign Maserati Boomerang 
 
Granted, it’s a concept car, so Giugiario could afford to take risks 
and stretch the envelope with his 1972 ItalDesign Maserati 
Boomerang prototype. 
 
The Boomerang experimented with housing all of the Citroen SM-
sourced dials and command switches in a circular binnacle, 
surrounded by a close-fitting four-spoke wheel that had to be 
steered by the palms of the driver, rather than clutching the wheel 
with the fingers in the conventional manner.  
 
ItalDesign’s rival Bertone took this ‘steering-by-palms’ approach a 
major leap forward in 1978 with its Sibilo concept car, with no 
space provided for the fingers and thumbs!      
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7. Lotus Elan 
 
Early examples of Colin Chapman’s inspired 1960s Lotus Elans 
could be specified with the option of a Colin Chapman Design-
branded thin-rimmed, wooden steering wheel, with three ‘bullet 
hole’ alloy spokes.  
 
This classic 1960s wheel perfectly matched the simple, less-is-more 
approach of the Elan and Chapman’s engineering philosophy. It’s 
like an early Jaguar E-Type’s flat, bullet hole wheel, but even more 
stylish. 
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8. Matra Murena 
 
The roomy three-seater interior of the early-‘80s mid-engined 
Matra Murena predicted the style of the 1980s perfectly – awash 
with cheap-looking (and usually brown) shiny plastic trim.  
 
The Murena’s thick-rimmed plastic steering wheel, with cascading 
twin lower spokes and a semi-flat base, also pre-dated a raft of 
wheels later in the decade, often fitted to Japanese sporting 
machines such as the 1982-86 Toyota Supra and 1983 
Datsun/Nissan 280 ZX. 
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9. Lancia Beta Trevi 
 
The infamous ‘Swiss cheese’ dashboard of the short-lived third-
series Lancia Beta Berlina, and its booted Trevi saloon variant, was 
complimented by an equally unusual steering wheel, with the 
straight horizontal strip replaced by an odd, curved plastic spoke 
that looked like it had melted in the warm Italian sunshine.  
 
Strange, but strangely pleasing too. 
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10. Alfa Romeo SZ 
 
Alfa’s ‘so-ugly-it’s beautiful’ (ES30) SZ gets more than its fair share 
of regular mentions here in my Anorak column, as I’m a huge fan 
of the car. 
 
The SZ’s challengingly aggressive exterior styling in soothed by a 
classier and calmer interior than one might expect for a such a car, 
with its inviting beige leather contrasting nicely with the stark red 
inner door panels and part-carbon dash.  
 
The black leather-trimmed Zagato-designed three-spoke Momo 
steering wheel fulfills its role admirably, being both sporty, chunky 
and luxuriant. Nice work Zagato. 
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11. Bertone Lamborghini Athon 
 
The ex-Turin design house Bertone had a fine track record of 
creating one-off prototypes with steering wheels as extraordinary 
as the concept cars there were attached to. 
 
The afore-mentioned Sibilo is a good case in point, as is its 1967 
Lamborghini Mazell and production Espada, both with very funky 
and hip-1960s wheels.  
 
Bertone’s 1980 Lamborghini Athon has one of its most distinctive 
wheels, however, with a Citroën-esque single spoke leather-clad 
device jutting direct out of the matching dashboard, making it 
tricky to distinguish one from the other.  
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12. Alfa Romeo Montreal 
 
The classic, deeply-dished wood rim 1960 and 70s Alfa Romeo 
wheel, as found in the 105-Series Giulia Berlina, Bertone coupes 
and Spider, plus the Montreal, still takes some beating.  
 
All that’s missing are the holed Italian leather driving gloves and 
the cool ‘70s shades…  
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13. SEAT Ronda 
 
Based on the Fiat Ritmo/Strada, and briefly sold in the UK as the 
Malaga hatch (they sold about three!), the mid-1980s SEAT Ronda 
was an uninspiring and instantly forgettable C-segment hatchback 
with no real virtues, apart from its exceptional steering wheel.  
 
Thought to be designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro, the more luxurious 
versions of the Ronda (CLX, etc.) were blessed with a simple yet 
stylish single bar wheel, with a square centre hub and a round 
indented horn push.  
 
Most pleasing…  
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COMMITTEE PROFILE  
 

 
 

This section aims to help familiarise you with the 
Committee Members of the Club and let them share 

their story with you. 
 

This month, the spotlight is on Anthony Wiseman! 
 

Over the years I have had a few jobs starting at 12 as a 
Chemist delivery boy. As I grew older I secured a part 
time job with Hungry Jacks, I had a good career with 
them until I made the move to retail working with 
Kmart as one of the line managers. 
 
After years working in hospitality and retail I made the move to my current career in 
Real Estate Property Management. Whilst I am fortunate to work with some amazing 
homes and people it’s not all the glamour that the media make it out to be.  
 
I joined Motafrenz after having a chat with some of the members of the club, Gordon 
Campbell being the main reason convincing me to join was my interest in cars. 
 
I had for some years had Motafrenz cards placed under my windscreen wiper when I 
had been parked on Commercial Road, back in the day that was the place to be. My 
first official event I can remember was a show and shine down at Elwood beech back 
in 2003. 
 
My current committee position is Community Liaison, this role is for me to ensure 
good communication between Motafrenz and other community groups. So currently 
if you think of any groups that Motafrenz should be involved with or have regular 
communication with send them my way. 
 
Currently my main focus is Pride Centre, Midsumma, MQFF, Globe and in the past 
Team Melbourne which unfortunately has folded.  
 
My first car was a Chrysler Centura GLX 3 speed manual, it was white with a brown 
vinyl roof. I purchased it from a local mechanic near my home just before I officially 
got my licence so that I would have a car they day of getting my actual licence. Which 
I did on my 18th Birthday. 
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It was good solid car that had lots of power but the brakes, well let’s just say they 
weren’t as good. It also had quite poor handling on the road and around corners, also 
unfortunately for me during the hot days it was prone to overheating. 
 
After having it for just a month I ended up buying a brand-new Holden Barina. This 
was in 1990, the Suzuki 5 door version wearing the Holden badge. It was fun first car 
that I racked up something like 48,000 kms in the first year, part of which was driving 
to Perth. It was a fun light car, although not very powerful but it served me well.  
 
Following the owning a small car it was back to a larger vehicle and that was in the 
form of the Australian built R31 Nissan Skyline. This was the Ti version, it had it all! 
This was quite a nice smooth car to drive, although quite boxy at the back and it did 
develop a diff wine which was common with this model, after a few years I decided 
to take the plunge and buy French! 
 
 

 
 
 
I purchased a Renault 19 Baccara 1.7. This was a nice solid hatch although the 1.7lt 
engine had some torque it was slow off the line. The seats were amazing though and 
it was easy to drive. Unfortunately in the mid-nineties this return of Renault wasn’t 
great and parts and service was terrible, the car became harder and more costly to 
maintain, so unfortunately for me it was time to stick it in the shed and buy 
something more common. 
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This came in the form of the Holden Astra, this was the Opel derived Astra, the TF, 
and this was one of the most popular models Holden had at the time. I opted for the 
CDX hatch, which was fully optioned, again this was comfortable and easy to drive 
and having all the bells and whistles made all the more pleasant. 
 
Despite many people saying the Astra wasn’t reliable, if well maintained they were 
great, mine was serviced on time every time and overall was trouble free. I ended up 
selling this to a friend that ended putting on a couple of hundred extra KMs before 
retiring it.  
 
Whilst still owning the Astra I had an itch for a 4wd, I wanted a Land rover Discovery 
3. This I ended up purchasing after a 2-year search for the one with all the desirable 
features. The Disco was a good car, lots of room, comfort and effortless off road. On 
long trips it was brilliant. As it aged though repairs became quite costly, so it was 
time to go and in any case I had also purchased another daily drive, a Smart Car. 
 
 

 
 
 
The Smart is a great little run around that still puts a smile on the faces of people I 
pass by. I too still get a smile driving it. 
 
The model I have is the 451, the second series of the Smart. I am also fortunate to 
have found a turbo version that has more power than the standard model, 63kw! 
Well when you only have to move just over 700kgs it works a treat and often 
surprises those bigger boys at the lights. Having the convertible roof, I great for 
summer and the heated leather seats perfect for winter. For everyday city driving it is 
brilliant, but that’s when for weekends away you still need something a bit larger. 
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So, I have gone and done what that song said, oh lord won’t you buy me a Mercedes 
Benz. This time after having the Discovery and being spoilt with the air suspension I 
was very specific in my needs. So, I had to have power, I had to have fuel efficiency 
for long trips, I had to have comfort.  
 
I opted for the Mercedes GLC. Mine is the 350 GLC with all options (seat comfort 
package, night package, vision package), so it does have air suspension, 6 cylinder 
diesel for long trips, panoramic roof, head up display etc and all the safety features 
that can give you the pip sometimes when you just want to have some fun. It’s nice 
but for my daily I still choose the Smart. And if I could I would buy the latest model 
Smart, if it ever makes its way back to the Australian market.  
 
My club plate car, I purchased for a few reasons, after selling the Disco I still needed 
to be able to go into the bush and get firewood, so I needed a vehicle that was 
reliable, easy to repair, not too expensive, some carrying capacity or towing ability, 
4wd was also a preference. 
 
I chose a Subaru Brumby. The Brumby I always thought was fun ute back in the 90’s it 
met the basic criteria, so I searched online and secured unregistered Brumby that 
was originally a South Australian vehicle. The car was down in Warragul so one night 
after work I drove the Smart down and bought it on the spot. I did have to have it 
towed to Melbourne and some new tyres and basic mechanical repairs done before 
the roadworthy and registration but so far it has been great. It’s not concourse but a 
good little workhorse that is all I need for now! 
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AOMC & FEDERATION 
UPDATES 

BUY / SWAP / SELL 
 
 
 
 
Do you have a vehicle, spare parts, or other accessories for sale or swap or even to 
give away? 
 
Drop an email with a blurb, a photo and your contact details to 
editor@motafrenz.org.au and we’ll get them listed here! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Information provided by our AOMC & Federation Delegates. 
 
Meeting Notes of May AOMC Delegates Meeting held Monday February 24th 2020 
There were 107 delegates in attendance representing 79 clubs 
 
President Iain Ross welcomed delegates and guests to the first meeting for 2020, and 
indeed the first for the new decade. 
 
Guest Speakers: Todd Owen, ACCC. Topic: Staying Safe – DIY Vehicle Maintenance. 
Todd started by pointing out the alarming statistic that 5 people are killed each year 
in Australia whilst carrying out do it yourself (DIY) maintenance, whilst hundreds 
more suffer serious injuries. Most affected are the 40 to 50 age group, followed by 
the 50 to 60 age group. Most deaths result from incorrect use of lifting equipment, or 
using unsafe alternatives such as bricks or wood blocks. Mandatory standards 
introduced in 1985 for trolley jacks, stands and ramps. 

• Never get under a car that is only supported by a jack 
• Never exceed weight capacity of jack/stand or ramps 
• Never use a tyre jack for anything other than changing a tyre 
• Never allow another person or pet to remain in a vehicle while it is being 

lifted 
• Use a trolley jack to lift vehicle before lowering onto stands 
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• Use a hard level surface 
• Always ‘chock’ the unlifted wheels 

Todd asked delegates to share this information with their clubs. A video on DIY safety 
and more information can be found by simply googling DIY Vehicle Safety 
 
Robinette Emonson. Robinette spoke of the loss of her husband Robert to a home 
garage accident. Bob owned a fully restored 1967 MGB which was kept in a garage 
and where he occasionally did those ‘little jobs’ which need doing on an older car. At 
the time of the accident I was not at home, so what I have to tell you comes from the 
brief police and Coroner’s report. The car had been driven onto ramps and a 
hydraulic jack raised the vehicle in three points. The trolley jack was then knocked 
and fell to the side, the car falling down and crushing Bob below, causing 
asphyxiation. Robinette’s main point of her talk was to consider all the people that 
are left behind, and the consequences and what they have to go through when 
something like this happens. 
Questions from the floor: Q Any statistics available on whether incidents due to 
equipment failure or poor judgement. 
A: Nil equipment failure. Most due to human error. Also, it is usually a family member 
who finds the deceased or injured. 
 
Presidents Report: Iain Ross announced that February was the last fully published 
issue of the AOMC newsletter. In future there will be only 1 hard copy per club 
mailed out. A full electronic version will be emailed to all delegates and clubs. This 
can then be forwarded onto club membership. Main reason for the change is that 
costs are increasing whilst revenues are falling. Motoring Shows are not as profitable 
as they have been in the past, so there is a need to review the shows AOMC is 
running. Yesterday’s B & E day was successful, but numbers were still down on last 
year. 
Long term delegate and former AOMC President Bob Clarke has formally resigned as 
delegate due to health situation. 
AOMC committee needs refurbishment, it is currently skewed towards British Clubs 
and more representation is needed from American clubs. Delegates are urged to go 
back to their clubs and see if anyone is interested and capable of taking the 
movement forward and nominating for committee positions. 
 
Treasurers Report: Angelo D’Ambrosio reported that current cash position is 
$181,000. Revenue is down from the car shows. Expenses have been trimmed but 
still need to look at expanding the revenue base. Angelo thanked all for helping at B 
& E day yesterday, especially Iain & Maureen Ross. 
 
VicRoads Report: The area we deal with is still VicRoads, even though they have 
merged into large Dept of Transport. VicRoads are looking at doing away with 
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windscreen labels on CPS vehicles. Iain asked delegates to go back to clubs and get 
opinion of club and membership on windscreen labels and report back to AOMC. 
Need to have a general view of overall membership when dealing with VicRoads. 
Electronic logbooks is another looming issue, again, go back to your club and seek an 
opinion. 
NMHD: AOMC supporting an event at Trentham Railway Museum on Sunday May 
17th hosted by the local club. Town centre is opening all shops on the day and a map 
is on the AOMC website with directions. 
 
Current Issues: Asbestos. There is a small industry forming around asbestos in 
imported cars. 
 
Luxury Car Tax. A very detailed submission was made to the Department of Treasury. 
It was overlooked. Graham Keys (Wolseley CC) noted that there has been a lot of 
uninformed discussion on radio on this issue. 
 
AOMC Seminars: As well as the usual winter restoration seminar, AOMC are looking 
at running a seminar on Automotive History in conjunction with Automotive 
Historians Australia. 
 
Forums: Motorcycles. AOMC are holding a meeting for motorcycle clubs with 
VicRoads and a VASS engineer on Thursday Feb 27th. 
 
Commercial Vehicles. A meeting with Historic Truck clubs, VicRoads and NHVR 
representatives being organised. 
 
Delegates Reports. Rick Cove (East Gippsland) raised the fires in Gippsland and asked 
the AOMC to make a monetary donation to Bushfire relief. Angelo D’Ambrosio 
responded that AOMC has made some donations and a collection was made at the B 
& E day yesterday. Committee is also looking at organising club-runs to the area to 
help the community economically. There was some discussion around various efforts 
made by individuals and clubs towards Bush Fire Relief. 
 
Daryl Meek: with the recent demise of the Holden brand, action has been taken as 
the Protection of Moveable Cultural Heritage has been notified. 
 
Robert Greene (Macedon Ranges) New rules mean we have lost the right to bring in 
heavy vehicles from the USA. 
 
Bill Sherman noted that on March 28 the last “Crawling The Hume” event for historic 
trucks over 25 years old will be taking place.  
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